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We show every finitely-generated, infinite abeliar_ group (i.e. Zn x G where G is a finite 
abelian group) has a minimal generating set for which the Cayley digraph has a two-way in&rite 
hamiltonian path, and if n 2 2, then this Cayley digraph also has a one-way infinite hamiltonian 
path. We show further that in the case of Z” (n 3 2), the Cayley digraph is 2-ply hamiltonian. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, interest has developed around the question of which Cayley 
graphs and digraphs have hamiltonian paths or circuits. In this paper we examine 
Cayley digraphs of finitely-generated, infinite abelian groups. Recall that this 
refers to groups of the form Z” x G, where G is a finite abelian group [4, p. 1073. 
Hamiltonian paths in countably mfinite graphs can be either one-way infinite or 
two-way infinite. A one-way (two-way) infinite hamiltonian path in a graph or 
digraph K is a list Q, v2, . . . (a list. . . , II-~, vo, vl, . . .) of the vertices of K such 
that there is an edge from t’j to vi+l for each i. Nash-Williams [3] showed that 
every Cayley graph on a finitely-generated, infinite abelian group has a two-way 
infinite hamiltonian path, and unless the group is of the form Z x G (G finite), 
the Cayley graph also has a one-way infinite hamiltonian path. Nash-Williams [3, 
p. 2981 remarks that he was unable to make any significant progress on the 
corresponding digraph problem. 
I. Jungreis [2] has conjectured that every strongly connected Cayley digraph on 
a finitely-generated infinite abelian group has a two-way infinite hamiltoniau path. 
(By “strongly connected ,” we mean that for every ordered pair of vertices R’, w, 
there is a path from ly to w.) Little progress has been made in proving o’,’ 
disproving this conjecture. Witte and Gallian [5] posed the question, “Does there 
exist a minimal generating set of the group Z2 for which the Cayley digraph has 
either a one-way or two-way infinite hamiltonian path?” We will show that there 
exists such a minimal generating set for all finitely-generated, infinite abelian 
groups. 
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2. Notation and terminology 
Definition 2.1. Given a group G and a generating set S of G, we define the 
C~yky d&ah Cay(S : G) as follows: there is a vertex of Cay@ : G) for each 
element of G, and, for each g E G, there is a directed edge from g to gs if and 
OnlyifsEs. 
In this paper we will be considering the digraphs (Cay@, -b : E))” (that is, the 
Cartesian product of it copies of Cay(a, -b : H)), where a, b, n E Z+, gcd(a, b) = 
1, and a, b # 1. This is also a Cayley digraph (on t 
DeWon 2.2. The subdigraph of Cay(S : G) induced by a set U is the maximal 
subdigraph of Cay(S : G) whose vertex set is G n U. 
Definition 2.3. In a digraph whose vertex set is countably infinite, a two-way 
infinite hamiltonian path is an enumeration . . . , II_ 1, vo, vl, v2, . . . of the 
vertices, such that Gz is an edge of the graph for each i. A one-way infinite 
hamiltonian path is an enumeration “ul, v2, v3, . . . of the vertices uch that G 
is an edge of the graph for each i. 
Definition 2.4. An infinite graph is 2.~1~ hamiltonian if it contains two edge- 
disjoint hamiltonian paths. 
Notation 2.5. For any digraph D and positive integer n, let D” denote the 
Cartesian product of n copies of D (that is, D x D x l l l X D). Throughout his 
paper, a and b will be relatively prime positive integers. Let 
&,,Q,.._,,) = {(xl, ~2, . l l 9 x,) E Et” : r;(a + b) sxi < (C + l)(a + b)}. 
Thus I” is a hypercube of side a + b. Let B~rl,~,~__,r,,~ (or simply B”) be the 
subdigraph of (Cay@, -b : H))” induced by l$l,$l___,l.J. 
3. Hamiltonian paths in B” 
In this section, we find hamiltonian paths in the digraphs B”. In Section 4, we 
will partition (Cay@: -b : Z))lE into copies of B”, and then join hamiltonian paths 
in the copies of B” to form hamiltonian paths in (Cay@, -6 : H))“. 
Tkozem 3.1. Suppose B1 b as in 2.5. Then B’ is a circuit. 
Proof. The vertices of B’ are 0, 1, . . . 9 Q -+ b - 1 (mod@ + b)). For any vertex 
x E B’ there is a unique edge leaving x and a unique edge into x. Since 
l 
a = -b (mod (a + b)), these edges (mod (a + b)) are respectively x, (x -+ a) and 
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. 
& - a), x. Thus x is an element of a circuit X, x + a, x + 2a, . . . , x (mod (a + b)). 
Since gcd(a, a + b) = 1, this circuit must have length (a + b), that is, it is a 
hamiltonian circuit. Every vertex of B1 has in-degree 1, so this hamiltonian circuit 
is t;le entire digraph B’. Cl 
Theorem 3.2 (Lindgren, see [S]). The digraph B2 can be decomposed into two 
edge-disjoint hamiltonian circuits. 
Prwf. By Theorem 3.1, B1 is a circuit. Assume that the vertices of the circuit are 
(in order) uo, ul, . . = , IU~~+~-~)- Let ,Ri denote the hamiltonian path in B’ 
obtained by deleting the edge ui, Vi+1 (where all subscripts are mod (a + 6)). 
Since B2= - B’ x B’, we can express the coordinates of each vertex of I#2 in the 
form (v,, u,J, where 0 G m, n c a + b. Similarly, we can express a path covering 
a row (column) in the form R,,, x u, (Us x R,). Then the following are 
edge-disjoint hamiltonian circuits in B2: 
. . 
(1) (Ro x uo) U (~0, ~01, No, ~1) U (Ra+i~ x ~1) U OJ,+H, ~11, (~a+~-1, ~2) U 
a 
l l l lJ (Ul, %+b-11, (u19 uo); 
. b 
(2) (UO x Ro) U (~0, uoj, (~1~ ~0) U (~1 X K+b-1) U (~1, ~,+td (~2, Q+H) U 
l l l u (v,+b-1, Ul), (uo, h)*- 0 
Remark. It is arbitrary which vertex of s2 is labelled (uo, uo), since B2 is vertex 
transitive. By making different choice,s of (uo, uO), we obtain (a + b) distinct 
decompositions of B2 into hamiltonian circuits. 
Coro&y 3.3. For any edge 2 in B2, there is a hamiltonian path in B2, beginning 
at d and ending at c. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, 2 is an edge of some hamiltonian circuit in B2. 
Removing cd from this circuit gives the desired hamiltonian path. Cl 
‘Iweorem 3.4. Let uo, . . . , u~+~_~ denote the vertices (in order) of the circuit B’, 
and suppose 2 and 3 are edges of B2. Then provided the edges are not of the . l 
form (v,, v,), (v,, v,+,) and (v,, u~+~--~), (v,, v,+~--~+~), or of the form 
(uY, u,), (v,+~, ux) and &+Y-x, v,), (~x+Y--z+l, v,) (where all subsc@B are 
mod (a + b)), there edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths in B2, one beginning at d and 
ending at c, the other beginning at f and ending at e. 
Proof. Assume first thatthe edges 2 and $ are parallel. We can assume without . 
loss of generality that cd = (vO, vo), (vo, v,). Then, by assumption, the other . 
edge cannot be of the form (v,, v_,), (v,, v_,+~). Let C1 and C2 denote the two 
hamiltonian circuits constructed in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Then Cl and C2 
each contain one of the edges. Deleting cd and 2 from their respective circuits 
gives the required paths. 
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Assume the edges are not parallel. Then C1 and C2 or a translation 
(:llod (a + 6)) of C1 and C2 will each contain one edge. Again deleting z and 3 
from their respective circuits gives the required paths. Cl 
Lemma 3.5. For any vertex w E B” (n E Z*), there is a hamiltonian path in B” 
beginning at W. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the statement is true for n = 1. We proceed bY 
induction. Assume the statement is true for n = k. Let the vertices of the cycle B’ 
be (in order) vo, vl, . . . , v~+~_~. Since Bk+’ = 18’ x Bk, we can assume w E v. x 
Bk. Then we can begin at w, visit every vertex of v. x Bk, move on to vl x Bk, 
visit every vertex of vl x Bk, and so on, thereby visiting every vertex of the 
graph. Cl 
Tkorem 3.6. For any pointy E B” (n > 2), define y to be the point in B” obtained 
by adding 1 bo the first coordinate of y (mod (a + b)). Then for any vertex v E B”, 
and for any specified value x of any specified coordinate (say the mth coordinate), 
there exist edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths PI and P2 in B”, such that PI begins at v 
and ends at a point w whose mth coordinate is x, and such that P2 begins at v and 
ends at G. 
Proof. Since B” = B2 x BnD2, we can partition B” into squares each of which is 
parallel to the plane spanned by the first and mth coordinate axes. By Lemma 
3.5, we may assume that wl, w2, . . . , w(,+~)w) is a hamiltonian path in Bn-‘, and 
that v E B2 x w,. To construct Pl, we begin at v, traverse a hamiltonian path in 
B2 x w,, move to B2 x w,, traverse a hamiltonian path in B2 x w2, etc. 
Let the vertices of the cycle B’ be (in order) vo, vl, . . . , v~+~_+ Suppose the 
mth coordinate of v is Vi. Then after traversing the path in B2 x w,, we can end at 
a vertex whose mth coordinate is either Vi or Vi-l. After traversing the path in 
B2 x w2, we can end at a vertex whose mth coordinate is either Vi, Vi-1 9 or Vi-2. 
By the time we have traversed every vertex in B”, the mth coordinate of the 
ending point can take on any desired value (x in particular). 
We may thus assume that P is a hamiltonian path in B” beginning at v and 
ending at a point w whose mth coordinate is x, such that P visits every vertex of 
B2 x wl, then every vertex of B2 x w2, and so on. Let 5 and Sj be respectively the 
n:st and last vertices of B2 X Wj visited by P. By Theorem 3.4, for each j, there 
exist edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths Qj and Qj in B2 x Wj beginning at 5 and 4 
respectively and ending at si and S;- respectively. Then we can let 
and 
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By tessellating Z” with B”, we will use the results of §ection 3 to construct 
hamiltonian paths in Cay@, -b : Z)n. 
Theorem 4.1. There is a two-way infinite hamiltonian path in Cay(a, -b : H). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, Eli) is a circuit for each i. Let vi, vi, . . . , IJ~+~_~ denote 
the vertices of the circuit B& (in order), and let Rf denote the path formed by 
. 
deleting v$$+~ from &. Assume without loss of generality that for all i, 
v+$)= -b. (There clearly exists some pair of consecutive vertices from each 
Bti> whose difference is -6.) Then a two-way inGnite hamiltonian path in 
Cay(a, -b : E) is cz--a. (Rb Uw). 0 
Tkorem 4.2. The digrqh (Cay(a, -b : Z))’ has both one-way infinite and 
two-way infinite hamiltonian paths. 
Proof. We first consider the two-way infinite path. The squares B;L,i> tessellate 
Z x Z. We have already constructed hamiltonian paths in B2 (which is congruent 
to each BZn). We will form a two-way infinite hamiltonian path by joining these 
paths that traverse the Bfi,j,. Thus the hamiltonian path in (Cay(a, -b : Z))” will 
visit every vertex of some square B2, then it will visit every vertex of another 
square B2, and so on. The order in which the squares will be visited is illustrated 
in Fig. 1. (In Fig. 1, each square represents acopy of B”.) 
The path illustrated in Fig. 1 is the concatenation of walks of 4 types: 
(1) a single step upwards. 
(2) a single step to the right, 
(3) any number of steps downwards, followed by one step to the right, 
(4) any number of steps to the left, followed by one step upwards. 
Fig. 1. 
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Define the “basepoint” of a square B* to be the vertex of B* that has 
coordinates (0,O) (mod (a + b)). Assume that the squares visited by a walk of one 
of the above types are (in order) B:, B$, . . . , I?$ Then we will say that a path in 
(Cay& -b : Z))* “realizes this walk” if the path begins at the basepoint of Bf, 
then visits every vertex of Bf, then every vertex of Bz, . . . , then every vertex of 
B:-,, then ends at the basepoint of Bz without visiting any other vertex of B$ If 
there exist paths that realize each walk, then their union is a hamiltonian path in 
(Cay@* -b : Z))‘, so it will suffice to prove that there exist paths that realize 
each type of walk. 
Suppose we start at the basepoint of B&,. Then by Corollary 3.3, we can visit 
every vertex of B$, and end at the vertex (0, b)(mod (a + b)). This vertex is 
adjacent o the basepoint of BFi,j+l,, so we can realize a type (1) walk. Reflecting 
this walk about the line y =x, we realize a type (2) walk. To realize a type (3) 
walk, begin at the basepoint of Bti,,. There is a hamiltonian path in BZ,j, that 
ends at (6, 0) (mod (a + b)). An edge leads from this point to the point 
(6, a) @od (a + b)) in the square Bti,i-l,. We can now visit every vertex in the 
squares B&-l,, B&j-2), l l l p B$,j--k) beginning each square with the vertex 
(6, a) (mod (a + b)) and ending each squaic with the vertex (b, 0). The last 
vertex visited in Bfi,j_,, is adjacent to the basepoint of J?ti+l,j-k)r SQ we can 
realize a type (3) walk. By symmetry of the axes, we can realize a type (4) walk. 
Thus we can traverse the two-way infinite hamiltonian path represented by Fig. 1. 
We use a similar method to prove the existence of a one-way infinite 
hamiltonian path. Assume without loss of generality that u > b. Again we will 
visit each square Bti,j, once, and at that time visit every vertex of that square. Fig. 
2 illustrates the order in which the squares will be visited. (Again each square in 
Fig. 2 represents a copy of B*.) The path illustrated in Fig. 2 is the concatenation 
Fig. 2. 
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of walks of 3 types: 
(1) a single step upwards, 
(2) a single step to the right, 
(3) a positive number of steps to the left, followed by a positive number 
downwards, then to the right, then up, then right, then down, then left, then up. 
It will suffice to show that we can realize any walk that is of one of these three 
types. We will redefine the basepoint of B2 to be that vertex of B2 that has 
coordinates (0, a - 1) (mod (a + b)). T o realize a type (1) walk, we can start at 
the basepoint of B$,j,, traverse a hamiltonian path in Bti,j, ending at the vertex 
(0, a + 6 - 1) (mod (a + b)), and then proceed to the basepoint of Bti,j+l). For a 
type (2) walk, we can traverse a hamiltonian path in Be,j, ending at the vertex 
(6 , a - l), and then proceed to the basepoint of Bti+l,jj. For a type (3) walk, 
begin at the basepoint of Sti,j,, and end Bti,j, with the vertex (0, b + a - 1). Now 
travel to the left, beginning each square with the vertex (a, b + a - l), and ending 
all but the last with (0, b + G - 1). End the last square with (a, b - 1). Now travel 
down, beginning each square with (a, 6 + 1 - a), and ending each square with 
(a, 6 - 1). Now travel to the right, beginning each square with (a - 6, b - l), and 
ending all but the last square with (a, b - 1). End the last square with 
(a - b,26 - 1). Now travel up, beginning each square with the vertex (a - 6, b - 
l), and ending all but the last square with (a - b, 26 - 1). End the last square 
with (a, b - 1). Now travel to the right, beginning each square with the vertex 
(a - &, b - l), and ending each with (a, b - 1). Now travel down, beginning each 
square with (a, b + a - l), and encing all but the last square with (a, b - 1). End 
the last square with (0, b + a - lj. Finally, travel to the left, beginning each 
square with (a, a + 6 - l), and ending with (0, a + b - 1). Now if we travel up, 
we return to the basepoint of the next square. Thus we can realize all type (l), 
type (2), and type (3) walks, so we can traverse the hamiltonian path represented 
by Fig. 2. 0 
Theorem 4.3. The digraph (Cay( (a, -b) : Z))” has two edge-disjoint two-way 
infinite hamiltonian paths and two edge-disjoint one-way infinite hamiltonian 
paths. 
Proof. We first construct edge-disjoint wo-way infinite hamiltonian paths. In 
Theorem 4.2, we found a first path by visiting squares one at a time. Assume that 
we visited the squares in the order. . . , &, B$, B:, B$, . . . , and assume we 
began square Bf with the vertex ri and ended Bf with the vertex si. Define ri and 
ss to be the points obtained by adding 1 to the x-coordinates of c and sj 
respectively. By construction (in proof of Theorem 4.2), the x-coordinates of ri 
and si are never congruent to (a -i b - 1) (mod (a + b)), so ri E Bi and s,! E Bi. For 
all i, sx is an edge of Cay({a, -6) : E))2, so si’rf,; is as well. By Theorem 3.4, 
there exist edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths & P,f in Bf, such that fi begins at 4 
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and ends at si, and Pi begins at rl and ends at s:. Thus UE_, (e Ug) and 
a-=(P; UX) are edge-disjoint two-way infinite hamiltonian paths in 
(Cay({a* -6) : Z))2. 
The proof for edge-disjoint one-way infinite hamiltonian paths is analogous. 
Assume that the one-way infinite hamiltonian path in the proof of Theorem 4.2 
visits the squares in the order Bf, B$. Bz, . . . , and ;ssu-ne the first and last 
vertices of Bf to be traversed are ri and Si. Define ri, si, Pi, and Pi as before. 
Then edge-disjoi?t one-way infinite hamiltonian paths are UrE1 (& U G) and 
KI (P;usi’r;+*). cl 
Theorem 4.4. In the digraph (Cay( {a, -6) : E))2, there exists a one-way infinite 
hamiltonian path P and a two-way infinite hamiltonian path Q, such that P and Q 
are edge-disjoint. 
Proof. Tessellate Z2 with squares Bti,j,, and label the squares . . . , B!+ B& 
B;, . . . such that the two-way infinite hamiltonian path constructed in Theorem 
4.2 visits the squares in that order. Let c and Si respectively denote the first and 
last vertices of BF visited by the path. 
Now suppose that the one-way infinite hamiltonian path constructed in 
Theorem 4.2 visits the squares in the order Bz,,,, B$,, B&, . . . (where g is a 
bijection fkom I!+ to H). Let tgtil and Ug(i) respectively-denote the fhst and last 
vertices of B:(i) traversed by the path. 
Assume r;, si, tip and ui respectively have coordinates (rl, ri’), (si, si’), (ti, t$ 
and (ui, ui’). By their construction (in proof of Theorem 4.2), for all i, rf + ry= 0 
(mod (a + W, sE+sy=b, ti+t+a-1, and u~+u~=a+b-1. Thus by 
Theorem 3.4, for each i, there are edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths 4 and Qi in BF 
such that Pi begins at ri and ends at Sip and Qi begins at ti and ends at ui. Also, 
. 
since Si and Ui are distinct, the edges siri+; and ug(i)tg(i+l) are all distinct. Thus we 
can let P = UE-= 
. 
(P USil;:,;) and let Q = Ui”=l (Qgci, U ug(i)tg(i+l))* 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose a, b 22, and n > 2. Then (Cay({a, -6) : Z))” has 
edge-disjoint one-way infinite and edge-disjoint rwo-way infinite hamiltonian paths. 
Proof. Partition Z” into the digraphs Bclri2,___,in). Call IWO vertices of BTi,,i2,_._in) 
“close” if they differ only in their first coordinate, where they differ by 
1 (mod (a + 6)). By Theorem 3.6, beginning at any two close vertices of a 
hypercube B”, and given any arbitrary neighboring hypercube, we can visit every 
vertex of the first hypercube with two edge-disjoint hamiltonian paths and end the 
paths at close points such that we can now move to the given neighboring 
hypercube. We now need only find one-way infinite and two-way infinite 
sequences e” the hypercubes such that consecutive terms of the sequence are 
neighbors; that is, considering these hypercubes as vertices, we need one-way and 
two-way infinite hamiltonian paths in (Cay( (+ 1, - 1) : L))“. Vaszonyi (see [3]) 
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has shown that such paths exist. We thus simply follow these paths, filling one 
hypercube at a time. El 
5. The general cIass 
Theorem 5.1. Assume G is a finite abelian group with generating set S. Then 
(Cay({a, -b) : H))” x Cay(S: G) (where n E Z’) has a two-way infinite hamil- 
tonian path. A&o, it has a one-way infinite hamiltonian path if and only if n > 1. 
Proof. All Cayley digraphs on finite abelian groups have hamiltonian paths 
beginning at any vertex and hamiltonian paths ending at any vertex [ 1, p. 3671. 
Hence we may let . . . , El, PO, PI, . . . be a two-way infinite sequence of 
hamiltonian paths in Cay(S : G) such that the ending point of e is the starting 
point Of Pi+i. Let . . . ,X-l, X0, X1, . . . be a two-way infinite hamiltonian path in 
(Cay&, -b} : E))“, and if n > 1 let w,, w2, . . . be a one-way infinite hamiltonian 
path. Then wl x PI, w2 x P2, w3 x P3, . . . and . . . , w_~ x &, w. x PO, w, x 
PI, . . . are respectively l-way infinite and 2-way infinite hamiltonian paths in 
(Cay&, -b} : H))” x Cay(S : G). 
The digraph Cay({a, -b} : Z) x Cay(S : G) has more than one end, that is, 
there exists a finite set of vertices whose removal will result in more than one 
infinite connected component. Thus this graph has no one-way infinite hamil- 
tonian path. Cl 
Every finitely-generated, infinite abelian group is of the form 22” x G, where 
n E Z? and G is a finite abelian group [4, p. 1071, so the following is immediate 
from Theorem 5.1. 
Coroliaq 5.2. Every finitely-generated, infinite abelian group has a minimal 
generating set for which the Cayley digraph has a two-way infinite hamiltonian 
path, and unless the group is of the form Z x G (G finite), the digraph has a 
one-way infinite hamiltoniar path as well. 
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